New Limousine, car hire with driver agency, is based in Lugano in
the Canton of Ticino.
Our agency is specialized in Five Stars service, operates mostly with
High Jewelry, Haute Couture brands and with the most prestigious
hotels in Switzerland; it is characterized by many years of experience
in top level private transport.
All fleet is “Avant Garde”, offers new generation Mercedes S Class
Long Version - 4Matic, Mercedes V Class XL - 4Matic, Maserati
Quattroporte and is subject to a controlled handling to garantee
you a total safety during your trip.
Equipments are luxurious and indulge you with maximum comfort.
Mercedes Viano and V Class are Fullsize monospace, suitable for
long trip as family travels, teams transport, management teams
transport. Every single fleet has excellent drivers, great connaisseurs
of the territory and polyglots.
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New Limousine offers services to private and corporate
clients, operates in whole Switzerland and Europe:
- Car hire with driver
- Delegations transportation and accompaniment
- VIP Support
- Transfer from and to national and international airports
- Accompaniment to private flights
- Road-shows in both banking and real estate business
- Implementation of large fleets for meetings,
conferences, exhibitions, forums and major events
Transport of values and private documents.
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Our Fleet
Mercedes Classe S 350 4 Matic Extra Long
Number of vehicles: 3 - Capacity: 3 Pax, 2 large luggages 1 trolley

Features:
- Independent air conditioning
- Adjustment rear seat backrests and independent sittings
- Independent heating and cooling seats
- Full optional luxury equipment
- Color metallic black
- Windows with adjustable blinds
- Leather Interior
- Wifi, Bluetooth, magazines, snacks, mineral water on board,
USB jacks, Iphone, Samsung chargers

NB: One of our three vehicles Mercedes S-Class features the "chaise-longue" backseat

Our Fleet
Mercedes Classe V 250 4 Matic Extra Long
Capacity: 1 vehicle 6 Pax, 7 large suitcases, 7 trolleys
Capacity: 1 vehicle 7 Pax, 7 large suitcases, 7 trolleys

Features:
- Independent air conditioning
- Full optional luxury equipment color metallic black
- Dark windows
- Black leathered interior
- Wifi, Bluetooth, magazines, snacks, mineral water on
board, USB jacks, Iphone, Samsung chargers

NB: One of our two vehicles Mercedes V-Class features arm-rests rear seats, all light-colored skin

